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The temperature dependence of the surface plasmon resonance energy and width in 5 nm spherical
gold nanoparticles embedded in a polymer polytetrafluoroethylene matrix has been studied using
absorption spectroscopy. The jumplike features have been observed in these dependences indicating
the melting of gold nanoparticles at temperatures considerably lower than the bulk melting point.
The interaction between gold nanoparticles sufficiently affects the melting of nanoparticles. The
increase in the filling factor of the particles leads to a decrease in the melting temperature of gold
nanoparticles. © 2009 American Institute of Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.3125274�

I. INTRODUCTION

Crystalline materials loose their crystal order and be-
come a liquid during melting transformation. Melting of
small nanometer-sized particles differs from that of bulk ma-
terials �see, e.g., Refs. 1–4�. When the size of a particle
decreases, its surface to volume ratio increases inversely pro-
portional to the radius of the particle. As a result, the surface
atoms become loosely bounded and diffuse on the surface.
Surface diffusion is followed by a partial melting of the
nanoparticle mainly within a thin layer close to the surface,
which is called surface melting or premelting.5–7 The surface
melting generally occurs at temperatures much lower than
the bulk melting but the details depend on the parameters
such as size,1 morphology,8 defects,9 strain,3 and crystallo-
graphic orientation of the surface.1,3 The interior or volume
melting of a nanoparticle takes place at a melting tempera-
ture �Tm� lower than the bulk melting point �T��. The de-
crease in Tm with the decrease in the particle size is a well
known phenomenon that has been described in terms of phe-
nomenological thermodynamic models,10 and, more recently,
simulated using molecular dynamics.5–7,11–13 Experimental
evidence of the decrease in Tm has been demonstrated by a
variety of techniques.2,14–18 In addition, the influence of sur-
rounding matrix on Tm has been demonstrated, e.g., in our
previous work.19 However, the influence of the interaction
between the metal nanoparticles �or filling factor of nano-
composite� on their melting point is an unstudied problem.

The optical properties of nanocomposite consisting of
metal nanoparticles embedded in a dielectric matrix are
mainly determined by the surface collective oscillations of
free �conduction� electrons or surface plasmons �SPs�. The
energy and damping constant of SP resonance depend on
dielectric functions of nanoparticle and surrounding matrix.

The SP energy and damping constant are very sensitive to
the changes in structure, aggregation state of nanoparticle
�solid, liquid, or vapor�, its size, shape, etc., as well as exter-
nal influences caused, e.g., by matrix or interaction with
other nanoparticles. Therefore, the spectral characteristics of
SP absorption band �the spectral position and bandwidth� are
a very appropriate tool to reveal these changes. Optical prop-
erties of gold nanoparticles are quite remarkable because the
energy of the SPs mostly coincides with the onset of inter-
band transitions. Thus, the optical spectroscopy �absorption
in part� gives an opportunity to study the influence of both
valence and conduction electrons on optical properties of
gold nanoparticles.

In this paper we report the influence of the interaction
between gold nanoparticles embedded in Au/
polytetrafluoroethylene �PTFE� nanocomposites on melting
point of spherical gold nanoparticles using the absorption
spectroscopy, which, to our best knowledge, has not been
reported so far. As we already noted, the melting point of
metals decreases when the size of the nanoparticles de-
creases. Since metal nanoparticles have been widely used in
electronic and optoelectronic industry, the determination of
the maximum allowed temperature for their exploitation is a
very important technological problem. This information is
obtained from the experiments of metal nanoparticle melting.
Moreover, the optical spectroscopy is a nondestructive tool
for determination of the extremal characteristics of exploita-
tion regimes of nanometal composites and electronic devices
built using these composite nanomaterials. On the other
hand, with the development of nanotechnology, the sufficient
utilization of the low melting point property of nanosized
materials is paid more and more attention. Many experimen-
tal results showed that the melting point of nanoparticles is
low, but the melting point increases after melting and merg-
ing of small nanoparticles resulting in the formation of large
particle with high melting point close to T�. This character-a�Electronic mail: yes@univ.kiev.ua.
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istic just satisfies the demands for low temperature in manu-
facturing technique and high temperature in outer environ-
ment in the microelectronics devices, which may resolve the
problems of materials for solder joints. Besides the techno-
logical interest, the melting point is of fundamental scientific
interest. In most reports the melting of nanoparticles has
been detected by high resolution transmission electron mi-
croscopy �HRTEM� and electron diffraction techniques.
However, both techniques use the samples that are suffi-
ciently heated by the electron beam. Therefore, there is no
possibility to control the temperature of the sample. On the
other hand, the absorption spectroscopy gives such a possi-
bility, i.e., the temperature determined in our work is the real
temperature of the sample. The study of the temperature de-
pendences of the SP energy and bandwidth in gold nanopar-
ticles at various values of filling factor allowed us to reveal
the effects of influence of interaction between the gold nano-
particles on their melting characteristics.

II. FABRICATION OF AU/PTFE NANOCOMPOSITES:
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

The samples were fabricated by gold and polymer PTFE
coevaporation in a vacuum. PTFE pellets were evaporated
with vapor activation by electron cloud. Additional activa-
tion of both vapors and substrate surface was done by rf
discharge. The discharge frequency of 40.68 MHz was cho-
sen as one of available industrial ones suitable for matching
with the PTFE vacuum deposition conditions. The higher the
frequency and electron concentration, the lower the energy
of the electrons, which creates favorable conditions for po-
lymerization. This method was described in details in Refs.
20 and 21. Au was evaporated using tantalum boat. The films
were deposited using UVN-74P3 installation equipped with
computerized control system. Starting pressure was 10−3 Pa.
Rotating glass disk was used as a substrate. Several different
shields for Au vapors were used, so during one deposition
films with different Au concentrations �different filling fac-
tors� were obtained on the substrate at the same conditions.
StellarNet spectrometer with optical fibers was used to
record the absorption spectra of the films. Using this proce-
dure, three samples labeled hereafter as AT2, AT3, and AT4
were fabricated. The Au/PTFE film thickness in these
samples was measured to be 309 nm for AT2, 117 nm for
AT3, and 273 nm for AT4. The filling factors for Au in PTFE
matrix in studied samples are the following: f =0.07 �AT4�,
0.20 �AT2�, and 0.34 �AT3�.

A tungsten-halogen incandescent lamp was used as a
light source for the absorption measurements. The single
spectrometer MDR-3 was used for in situ measurements of
absorption spectra. Absorption spectra of Au/PTFE nano-
composites were measured in the temperature region of 77–
936 K. The measurements at 77 K were performed for the
samples dipped in the liquid nitrogen and measurements at
the room and higher temperatures were performed in air. The
samples were placed into an open furnace during the absorp-
tion measurements at high temperatures. At the temperature
measurements the heating speed was 4 K/min, and the cool-
ing speed was from 10 K/min at sample temperature of 900
K to 1 K/min at 330 K. Transmission electron microscopy

�TEM� and electron diffraction measurements of studied
samples were performed by JEOL 100CX electron micro-
scope at room temperature. Atomic force microscopy �AFM�
of Au/PTFE samples was performed by Ntegra Solver P47-
PRO scanning probe microscope at room temperature.

III. TEM AND ELECTRON DIFFRACTION
CHARACTERIZATION OF AU/PTFE
NANOCOMPOSITES

We used a TEM and electron diffraction of fabricated
Au/PTFE nanocomposites to determine the size and shape
distribution of gold nanoparticles in PTFE matrix. The TEM
image of sample AT4 with lower filling factor �0.07� is
shown in Fig. 1�a�. The image proves the creation of the
nearly spherical Au nanoparticles with diameters of 5.0 nm
with standard deviation �=1.5 nm. The TEM images of
sample AT4 with lowest filling factor show separate nanopar-
ticles. The TEM images of other samples with higher filling
factors prove the formation of nearly spherical gold nanopar-
ticles similar to the ones in sample AT4. However, the reli-
able statistical analysis of size distribution of nanoparticles is
complicated in these samples since the images of most of
nanoparticles cannot be separated. Therefore, the electron
diffraction study was performed to determine the mean size
of gold nanoparticles in samples with high filling factors.
The electron diffraction image of sample AT2 with f =0.20 is
shown in Fig. 1�b�. The comparison of obtained diffraction
images with standard gold diffraction patterns proves the for-

FIG. 1. �a� TEM image and corresponding size distribution of gold nano-
particles in sample AT4 with filling factor of 0.07. �b� Electron diffraction
image of gold nanoparticles in sample AT2 with f =0.20.
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mation of gold nanoparticles in PTFE matrix. To determine
the mean size D of gold nanoparticles we used the Debye–
Scherrer expression22,23

D =
4

3

0.9�

��2��cos���
=

4

3

0.9�L

�d cos2�2��cos���
, �1�

where ��2�� is the angular size �half width� of diffraction
reflex, �d is the linear size of reflex in registration plane, � is
the wavelength of electron beam, L is the distance from
sample to the plane of registration �for electron microscope
used �L=3.23 nm�mm�, and � is the diffraction angle. As
a result, we obtained the diameters of gold nanoparticles in
samples AT2 and AT3 to be 5.0 and 5.2 nm. That is in perfect
agreement with TEM data. Thus, the size of gold nanopar-
ticles �5 nm� is the same in all studied samples.

IV. TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCES OF ABSORPTION
OF AU/PTFE NANOCOMPOSITES: RESULTS
AND DISCUSSION

The absorption spectra of Au/PTFE nanocomposites
prove the existence of gold nanoparticles in our samples
�Fig. 2�. The spectra demonstrate a clear SP band. With in-
crease in filling factor the plasmon band shifts to low-energy
side and broadens. Such behavior of SP band with increase in
filling factor is a well known phenomenon.24 Gold nanopar-
ticles have the same size in all studied samples. Thus, the
observed effects discussed below are not affected by the size
and are only filling factor-dependent ones, i.e., these effects
are caused by interaction between gold nanoparticles. In
nanocomposites with high filling factor �higher than 0.2� it is
reasonable to expect the aggregation of nanoparticles. How-
ever, since any new low-energy bands indicating aggregation
are absent in absorption spectra of all three thermally un-
treated samples, one can conclude that sufficient aggregation

does not occur in our samples, i.e., the initial optical proper-
ties of untreated samples are determined mainly by separated
gold nanoparticles.

In the present work we study the temperature depen-
dences of the absorption spectra of Au/PTFE nanocompos-
ites, namely, the temperature dependences of the spectral po-
sition of SP absorption band maximum that corresponds to
the SP resonance energy and the SP bandwidth. We obtained
the values of SP energy and bandwidth from the decomposi-
tion of the measured spectrum to basic Lorentzian spectral
contours. The evolution of the absorption spectrum of
sample AT3 with f =0.34 with the monotonically increasing
temperature is shown in Fig. 3. One can see a considerable
nonmonotonic variation in the SP energy and bandwidth with
increase in the temperature. The dependences of SP energy
and bandwidth on temperature at monotonically increasing
temperature are shown in Fig. 4. The observed changes in
spectral characteristics of SP �energy and bandwidth� can be
caused by some transformation in the structure of nanopar-
ticles or by transformations in polymer matrix �thermal ex-
pansion and softening of polymer matrix�. Below, we con-
sider these phenomena as possible causes of observed
effects.

Let us note the unexpected nonmonotonic dependence of
SP bandwidth at temperatures smaller than the one marked as
Tp �Fig. 4�. At temperatures lower than the room ones �about
293 K� the broadening of SP absorption band with increase
in temperature is observed, which is due to increase in fre-
quency of electron-phonon scattering. At temperatures higher
than the room ones the narrowing of SP absorption band is
observed. This is quite an unexpected temperature effect. We
assume that this effect is due to two mechanisms. First is the
thermal expansion of the PTFE matrix. At the expansion of
matrix the distance between the nanoparticles increases
which leads to the decrease in the filling factor. It is well

FIG. 2. Absorption spectra of studied Au/PTFE nanocomposites with vari-
ous filling factor f .

FIG. 3. Evolution of absorption spectra of Au/PTFE nanocomposites with
filling factor f =0.34 at monotonic increase in temperature.
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known24 that at the increase in f the broadening of SP ab-
sorption band occurs. That is due to fluctuations of f in the
volume of sample. So, at the decrease in the filling factor the
narrowing of SP band would occur. Second is the thermal
expansion of nanoparticles. It is well known24 that SP band-
width is proportional to the damping constant of the surface
plasma oscillations in nanoparticle �, which depends on
nanoparticle radius r as

� = �� + AvF/r , �2�

where A is the proportionality constant, �� is the damping
constant for bulk metal, and vF is the Fermi velocity. There-
fore, at nanoparticle expansion the SP bandwidth has to de-
crease. To prove this assumption we studied the reversibility
of the temperature dependence of SP energy and bandwidth
in the temperature range 293 K–Tp by measuring this de-
pendence, first increasing the temperature from 293 K to Tp

and then decreasing T from Tp to 293 K. The obtained de-
pendence is shown in Fig. 5. Another explanation of the
strong abnormal temperature dependence of SP bandwidth
can be either some structural transformations and phase tran-
sitions in Au nanoparticles or nanoparticle aggregation.
However phase transitions and aggregation have to lead to
hysteresis character of the dependence at the change in heat-
ing to cooling and, correspondingly, to irreversibility of the
observed dependence. However, we can see from Fig. 5 that

the observed dependence is fully reversible. That proves our
assumption of thermal expansion as a cause of decrease in
SP bandwidth at the increase in temperature.

At the temperature Tp the narrowing of SP absorption
band at the increase in temperature changes to its strong
broadening. The broadening is followed by strong redshift of
SP band �Fig. 4�. Most probably, the observed effects are the
result of softening of PTFE matrix. The softening makes
possible the diffusion of the gold nanoparticles in matrix and
their aggregation. The aggregation leads to redshift of SP
absorption band and its broadening due to increase in the
interaction between the nanoparticles in aggregate.24 The ag-
gregation would cause the irreversibility of temperature de-
pendences of SP spectral characteristics at temperatures
higher than temperature at which the softening of the matrix
starts, i.e., polymer matrix softening point Tp. To prove this
assumption, we measured the temperature dependences of
SP energy and bandwidth by first heating the samples from
293 K to temperature slightly lower than Tm and higher than
Tp and then cooling the samples back to 293 K. The depen-
dences obtained for sample AT3 are presented in Fig. 6. One
can see that the temperature dependences of SP energy and
bandwidth at cooling are qualitatively similar to the depen-

(b)

(a)

FIG. 4. Temperature dependences of �a� SP energy and �b� bandwidth of
gold nanoparticles in PTFE matrix for various filling factors. Absorption
measurements were performed at monotonically increasing temperature. Tm

marks the melting point of Au nanoparticles, Tp marks the softening point of
PTFE matrix. (b)

(a)

FIG. 5. Reversibility of temperature dependence of �a� SP energy and �b�
bandwidth of gold nanoparticles in sample AT3 with f =0.34 at small tem-
perature variation under the softening point of PTFE matrix Tp.
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dences at heating but do not map them quantitatively. Thus,
the irreversibility of temperature dependences of SP energy
and bandwidth takes place. This proves our assumption of
the aggregation of gold nanoparticles occurring due to soft-
ening of polymer matrix. Let us note that the softening point
Tp of PTFE matrix lowers with increase in filling factor �see
Fig. 4�. This reflects the well known effect of the change in
mechanical, thermal, electrical, and optical properties of
polymers �PTFE in part� at filling of polymer by metallic,
semiconductor, or insulator particles.

At the temperature marked as Tm the broadening and
redshift of SP absorption band with increase in temperature
change to sharp narrowing and blueshift. Such behavior
manifests itself as strong jumplike features at 613 K in AT4
�f =0.07�, 553 K in AT2 �f =0.20�, and 444 K in AT3 �f
=0.34�. Apparently, the processes in matrix cannot cause
such drastic effects. At the temperatures close to Tm the ma-
trix is softened considerably, but the thermal decomposition
of PTFE starts at higher temperatures. To our opinion, the
following phenomena can lead to observed sharp features in
temperature dependences of SP energy and bandwidth: the
melting or sintering of small aggregated gold nanoparticles
involving their merging and formation of larger isolated
spherical nanoparticle or the solid-solid phase transition

�structural transition� in nanoparticle. Later a phenomenon
was observed by HRTEM technique for free gold
nanoparticles25 and by electron diffraction technique for free
copper nanoparticles.26,27 It was revealed in Ref. 25 that
small nanoparticles with sizes of about 5 nm have noncrys-
talline icosahedral �Ic� or decahedral �Dh� morphologies that
are different from large gold nanoparticles, which have the
crystalline fcc morphology. So, the structural transition like
Ih→Dh can cause the observed features in temperature de-
pendences of SP spectral characteristics. However, we have
revealed in our earlier study19 that in the copper nanopar-
ticles of the same �5 nm� size the above mentioned solid-
solid structural transition does not manifest itself in tempera-
ture dependences of SP spectral characteristics. Since gold
and copper nanoparticles have the same structure and very
similar electronic properties, it is reasonable to suppose that
such transition does not affect the optical properties of gold
nanoparticles. It is mentioned above that a different cause of
observed sharp features in temperature dependences of SP
characteristics can be the merging of small aggregated nano-
particles to larger isolated ones. The transformation of the
aggregate of small nanoparticles to larger isolated spherical
nanoparticle would lead to considerable reduction in the in-
terparticle interaction, which affects considerably the absorp-
tion spectra of aggregate. Correspondingly, it would be mani-
fested in absorption spectra as blueshift and narrowing of SP
band with increase in temperature. Besides this, the increase
in nanoparticle size has to cause the narrowing of SP band in
accordance with expression �2�. Since sintering is the gradual
process which occurs in quite wide temperature region, it is
very unlikely that sharp features in temperature dependences
of SP energy and bandwidth are caused by the sintering of
aggregated gold nanoparticles. On the other hand, the blue-
shift of SP absorption band occurring at the increase in tem-
perature is one of the important characteristics of the bulk
melted metals.28 That effect is due to the reduction in polar-
izability of the melted ion core. At temperatures higher than
Tm we observed the blueshift of SP band at the increase in
temperature. Therefore, it is quite reasonable to suppose that
sharp jumplike features in temperature dependences of SP
energy and bandwidth are the manifestation of the melting of
aggregated 5 nm gold nanoparticles occurring at melting
point marked as Tm.

We observed the similar to observed jumplike behavior
of the SP energy and bandwidth earlier19 for copper nanopar-
ticles in silica matrix. We showed there that the above fea-
tures are caused by the melting of Cu nanoparticles. Such
jumplike behavior of the thermodynamic characteristics is
peculiar for the phase transition solid state-liquid state or
melting. The similar jumplike dependence of heat flow on
temperature in Sn nanoparticles with sizes of 26–85 nm was
reported in Ref. 2 that was attributed to the melting of Sn
nanoparticles. A jumplike increase in the electron-phonon
scattering frequency was reported in Ref. 29 at the transition
of bulk metals from the solid to liquid phase, i.e., at the bulk
metal melting. Thus, the jumplike behavior of SP energy and
bandwidth can be caused on the one hand by aggregated

(b)

(a)

FIG. 6. Irreversibility of temperature dependence of �a� SP energy and �b�
bandwidth of gold nanoparticles in sample AT3 with f =0.34. First experi-
ment: heating of sample from 293 to 438 K exceeding the matrix softening
point Tp and lower than Au nanoparticle melting point Tm �filled circles� and
subsequent cooling to 293 K �open squares�. Second experiment: heating of
sample from 293 to 573 K exceeding the Au nanoparticle melting point Tm

�filled circles� and subsequent cooling to 293 K �open circles�.
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state of nanoparticles at their melting and on the other hand
by the jumplike behavior of nanometal electronic properties
occurring at the melting.

It is seen from Fig. 4 that the melting points of gold
nanoparticles in studied samples are much lower than the one
of bulk gold �1337 K�: 613 K for sample AT4 with f =0.07,
553 K for AT2 with f =0.20, and 444 K for AT3 with f
=0.34. The effect of melting point lowering with decrease in
nanoparticle size is a well known phenomenon. Similar low-
temperature melting �at the temperatures much lower than
the bulk melting point� of copper spherical nanoparticles was
observed by optical spectroscopy in our recent work19 and of
the copper nanorods in Ref. 30 by TEM, scanning electron
microscopy, and x-ray diffraction techniques. The surround-
ing environment is an important factor affecting the process
of nanoparticle melting. In our earlier work19 we revealed
that the surrounding matrix can affect considerably the melt-
ing point of nanoparticles lowering it. Most probably, the
observed quite low melting point of gold nanoparticles in
studied samples is, in part, caused by interaction between the
nanoparticle and surrounding matrix. Namely, the wetting of
the matrix by the molten gold facilitates the melting that
decreases the melting point.

Besides the effects of the melting point lowering in-
volved by nanoparticle size and matrix effects, Fig. 4 dem-
onstrates that �1� the melting point of Au nanoparticles de-
creases at the increase in filling factor and �2� the noted
above jumplike features become stronger at the increase in
the filling factor. This leads to suggestion that both these
effects are caused by interaction between gold nanoparticles.
Let us discuss these effects. The first one is the lowering of
melting point of gold nanoparticles occurring at the increase
in filling factor of nanoparticles in composite. To our opinion
the most possible cause of this effect is the interaction be-
tween gold nanoparticles. The attractive interaction between
nanoparticles �dipole-dipole interaction in case of small
nanoparticles� would decrease the forces attracting the sur-
face Au atoms to the volume of own nanoparticle. Therefore,
the forces of interparticle interaction act as some analog of
the forces acting between the atoms of liquid and atoms of
solid surface in the phenomenon of wetting of solid surface
by liquid. It is clear that such forces would make the atoms
on the nanoparticle surface freer to detach from their posi-
tions and would lead to diffusion of surface atoms in nano-
particles. This would simplify the melting and, correspond-
ingly, would lower the melting point of the nanoparticle.
Apparently, the interparticle interaction would be sufficiently
stronger between the aggregated gold nanoparticles than be-
tween isolated ones. So, the aggregation would cause the
considerable lowering of the nanoparticle melting point. It is
clear that the higher the filling factor is, the larger and denser
the aggregate is. So, the melting point has to lower with
increase in filling factor. The interparticle interaction would
affect the interfacial energies of solid, liquid, and vapor
phases of gold. The melting point of nanoparticle depends on
such energies.7 Consequently, the interparticle interaction
would affect the melting point of nanoparticle. Let us note
that the proposed explanation of the influence of interparticle
interaction on the melting point of nanoparticle is only our

assumption. Therefore, the problem of the mechanism of in-
fluence of the interaction on melting point of metal nanopar-
ticles is still the open problem that needs a detailed theoret-
ical study.

The second observed effect is that the observed jumplike
features in temperature dependences of SP spectral charac-
teristics become stronger at the increase in filling factor. It
was recently observed19,31 that the temperature dependences
of SP absorption band for small copper and gold nanopar-
ticles are quite different from the ones for large particles.
Namely, for small particles the behavior of SP energy and
bandwidth with temperature is monotonic and is not charac-
terized by abrupt jump at melting point. Let us note that
temperatures reached in experiments19,31 with small Cu and
Au nanoparticles are sufficient for melting of nanoparticles.
So, the melting of small nanoparticles occurs in other way
than for large ones. To our opinion, there exist two possible
causes of effect of strengthening of jumplike features in tem-
perature dependences of SP energy and bandwidth at in-
crease in filling factor. The first one is discussed above. It
consists of aggregation of small solid nanoparticles due to
softening of matrix with consequent melting of the aggre-
gated nanoparticles. Such effect would lead to jumplike
change in broadening and redshift of SP band with increase
in temperature to its narrowing and blueshift occurring at Tm.
It is apparent that the higher the filling factor, the stronger
the aggregation and, correspondingly, the stronger jump has
to be observed. Let us note that jumplike features have to be
presented in temperature dependences of SP energy and
bandwidth even if melting of small 5 nm nanoparticles oc-
curs gradually, i.e., without jump in their thermodynamic
characteristics. So, only the melting of small isolated nano-
particles would not be manifested in temperature depen-
dences of SP spectral characteristics. The second possible
cause of the strengthening of jumplike manifestation of melt-
ing of gold nanoparticles with increase in filling factor is
following one. The molecular dynamics simulations of the
solid-liquid phase transitions in various metal nanoparticles
were performed in Refs. 7 and 11–13. It was shown in Ref.
11 that some characteristic particle size �designated as d2�
exists. Likely to melting point, d2 depends on the interfacial
energies of solid, liquid, and vapor phases of metal. For par-
ticles with size larger than d2 the solid-liquid phase coexist-
ence is stable. The melting of such particles is first-order
transition, i.e., the melting occurs likely to bulk metals. For
particles smaller than d2 the solid-liquid coexistence is un-
stable or metastable. The melting of such nanoparticles oc-
curs gradually, i.e., without the jumplike changes in thermo-
dynamic parameters. It is seen in Fig. 4 that in sample AT4
with lowest filling factor of 0.07 the jumplike features in
temperature dependences of SP energy and bandwidth are
manifested quite slightly, i.e., the melting transition occurs
most gradually. That approaches such melting to the case of
isolated small copper19 and gold31 nanoparticles with sizes
smaller than d2 which melt gradually, i.e., without the non-
monotonic jumplike features in temperature dependences of
SP spectral characteristics. So, the size �5 nm� of gold nano-
particles in a sample with f =0.07 is close �a little higher� to
d2. Meanwhile, at the increase in filling factor the jumplike
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features become stronger �Fig. 4�. Therefore, one can sup-
pose that the value of critical size d2 depends on the filling
factor, namely, d2 decreases with increase in f , i.e., with
strengthening of interaction between the gold nanoparticles.
The origin of dependence d2�f� is similar to the dependence
of melting point on filling factor �Tm�f�� discussed above.
Namely, the interparticle interaction would affect the interfa-
cial energies of solid, liquid, vapor phases of gold, and, cor-
respondingly, the characteristic size d2. So, at the increase in
f the gold nanoparticle size �5 nm� exceeds the critical size
d2 more and more. Correspondingly, the melting of gold
nanoparticles manifests itself in temperature dependences of
SP energy and bandwidth as more and more strong jumplike
features. Let us note that the proposed mechanism of depen-
dences Tm�f� and d2�f� is our assumption that needs a de-
tailed theoretical study.

It is seen from Fig. 4�b� that the SP bandwidth decreases
with increase in temperature in temperature region from Tm

to about 800 K. The SP energy in this temperature region
increases with increasing temperature. As we note above it is
the result of melting of small �5 nm� aggregated nanopar-
ticles and their subsequent merging with the formation of
larger spherical nanoparticles. Since the size of nanoparticle
formed at the merging of several small melted nanoparticles
is larger than these small ones, the melting point of large
gold nanoparticles is higher than for small ones. Considering
the strong size dependence of melting point of nanoparticles
in nanometer-sized region where gold nanoparticles in no-
nannealed samples are, the melting point of large nanopar-
ticles has to be sufficiently higher than for small ones. So,
just after its formation due to merging, the large nanopar-
ticles would be supercooled and after lapse of time of about
1 ns7 it would freeze �crystallize�. In other words, the merg-
ing of small spherical liquid nanoparticles would lead to the
formation of large spherical solid nanoparticles. It has to be
noted that the formation of large solid nanoparticles can oc-
cur as well due to the merging of already solid nanoparticle
and the liquid one. To check the assumption of the formation
of large solid spherical gold nanoparticles we measured the
temperature dependences of SP energy and bandwidth at
heating of samples to temperatures exceeding considerably
the melting point of nanoparticles �Fig. 6, filled circles� and
at consequent cooling of samples to room temperatures �Fig.
6, open circles�. It is clearly seen that dependences are fully
irreversible. The discussion outlined above explains the fact
why at cooling of the samples down to room temperatures
any remarkable features in the temperature dependences of
SP spectral characteristics similar to jumplike ones observed
at the heating were not observed, i.e., the obtained depen-
dences are fully irreversible. In fact, at cooling the composite
consists of large solid gold nanoparticles with melting point
higher than temperatures reachable in our experiments. Con-
sequently, at cooling the temperature dependences of SP en-
ergy and bandwidth for large solid particles do not have the
jumplike features. Since the merging of nanoparticles and the
corresponding freezing of large gold nanoparticles occur in
wide temperature and nanoparticle size range �at the tem-

peratures higher than Tm and sizes larger than 5 nm� the
freezing does not manifest itself in the temperature depen-
dences of SP spectral characteristics.

Let us note the redshift of SP absorption band at the
increase in temperature for all samples observed at tempera-
tures higher than about 800 K �Fig. 4�. The decrease in SP
energy reflects most probably the fact of increase in effective
dielectric constant of medium surrounding the gold nanopar-
ticles, as the SP frequency �sp depends on the dielectric con-
stant of matrix 	m as �sp=�p /�1+2	m. At these high tem-
peratures the process of thermal decomposition of PTFE
occurs. Since the nanocomposite films are quite thin �100–
300 nm�, the decomposition of PTFE matrix would lead to
the thinning of the film and to the precipitation of the gold
nanoparticles onto glass substrate. Since the glass has higher
dielectric constant �2.10� than PTFE �1.77�, the SP energy in
gold nanoparticles precipitated onto glass has to be lower
than in nanoparticles in PTFE matrix. We performed the
AFM study of initial thermally nontreated Au/PTFE nano-
composite samples and the ones heated up to 936 K. The
obtained AFM images for sample AT3 with a filling factor of
0.34 are shown in Fig. 7. It is seen that the image of ther-
mally treated sample �Fig. 7�b�� differs considerably from
the image of nontreated one �Fig. 7�a��. The surface of non-
treated sample has chaotic relief with mean height of hills of
about 3 nm. The surface of thermally treated sample is suf-
ficiently smoother. It is clearly seen the gold nanoparticles
with mean vertical size of about 25 nm on this surface. So,
the AFM image proves the fact of the precipitation of gold
nanoparticles onto glass substrate due to the thermal decom-
position of polymer PTFE matrix. Since the size of gold

FIG. 7. AFM images of Au/PTFE nanocomposite with f =0.34 �a� before
and �b� after heating up to 936 K.
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nanoparticles in a thermally treated sample taken from AFM
image �Fig. 7�b�� is significantly larger �about 25 nm� than in
nontreated one, the AFM study proves the fact of increase in
size of gold nanoparticle at the heating of Au/PTFE nano-
composite samples. Consequently, the increase in size of
nanoparticles proves the fact of merging of gold nanopar-
ticles and, consequently, the fact of their melting.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, we studied the temperature behavior of
the absorption spectra of Au/PTFE nanocomposites with
various filling factors in temperature range of 77–936 K. The
obtained temperature dependences of SP energy and band-
width in gold nanoparticles with size of 5 nm prove the
aggregation of nanoparticles due to thermal softening of
polymer matrix and consequent melting of nanoparticles
with formation of isolated large �about 25 nm� nanoparticles.
The melting of gold nanoparticles occurs at temperatures
considerably lower than the melting point of bulk gold. The
interaction between the gold nanoparticles significantly af-
fects the melting of nanoparticles. When the filling factor
increases the melting point of gold nanoparticles decreases
and the spectral signature of their melting becomes stronger.
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